Sum rules. and inequalities are presented for neutrino reactions of neutral current interaction which satisfies baryon-lepton symmetry. According to the symmetry which was first discovered in charged weak current, neutral current with l.dSI=1 is automatically forbidden as a consequence of muon number conservation in leptonic neutral current. Assumptions on leptonic neutral current are (i) ,a-number conservation, (ii) e-,a universality and (iii) the general combination of V and A types. New triangle relations and sum rules are presented for neutrino-electron scattering cross sections. Several inequalities are also derived for cross sections which combine neutrino-electron with inclusive neutrino scattering. §I. Introduction
§I. Introduction
Since the existence of neutral current is confirmed/l determination of the structure of neutral current becomes a subject of most interest in experimental study of weak interactions. In a previous paper 2 l we proposed a neutral current which satisfies a baryon-lepton symmetry. It was pointed out that the absence of /LIS/ = 1 neutral current IS most simply understood as a consequence of ,a-number conservation when we symmetry as follows : 3 where n, A, p, p' denote the fundamental quartet which defines hadronic currents m weak interactions. In this paper, we give experimentally feasible sum rules on neutrino reactions on the basis of a neutral current interaction where the current satisfies the symmetry . In this approach we start with basic assumptions on leptonic neutral current as follows: (i) ,a-number conservation, (ii) e-fJ. universality and (iii) the general combination of V and A types. Assumption (ii) is satisfied m charged current, and the upper bound on violation of this universality may be an order of 10-2 Gw. For neutral current, as was shown in the previous paper,el a violation of e-p. universality can lead again to a possibility of giving nse to a I JSI = 1 neutral current.*l Thus it will be natural to assume that the e-fJ. universality should be valid in neutral current up to an order of 10-8 Gw (an upper bound for 1 JSI = 1 neutral current). As to the Lorentz property of the current, recent experiments seem to indicate a violation of chiral V-A law in hadronic neutral current ; 4 l the ratio of (NC fCC). and (NC fCC), is not equal to 1, which suggests a violation of chiral V-A law as indicated by a quark parton model with valence quark dominance. Therefore we only assume the general combination of V and A types for both the leptonic and the hadronic neutral currents as assumption (iii).
From these assumptions the leptonic neutral current is given by
and the hadronic neutral current is given by
where av,A and cv,A are taken as free parameters. The neutral current interaction is defined by (1·4)
We note that pure leptonic interaction involved in Eq. (1· 4) includes the WeinbergSalam modePl as a special case when we make a specific choice for parameters av,A and cv,A· H~wever the entire interaction including both the leptonic and hadronic currents is, unless sin 8w= 0, not compatible with the W einberg-Salam model, because the baryon-lepton symmetry (1·1) is not satisfied by vector current of the latter model.
In § 2 we present new sum rules and triangle relations for neutrino-electron scattering. Though our neutrino-electron interaction is in practice equivalent with those given in other literature, 6 l our method would, we believe, still be useful in understanding currently available_ experiments on neutral currents. In § 3 we present sum rules and inequalities on cross sections which combine the neutrinoelectron with the inclusive neutrino scattering. In § 4 we make some remarks. § 2. Neutrino-electron scattering
From the interaction (1· 4), we have the following neutrino-electron inter-, *l In general the symmetry (1·1) can be extended to double SU(2) rotation'l which still holds in the charged current. Then for this generalized symmetry, not only a I J Sj = 1 piece but also a jJN'J = 1 (N' is a charm quantum number) piece in hadronic neutral current arise as a consequence of violation of e-tt universality in leptonic neutral current. (3 ·1) where, for example, P=fxfp(x)dx; fP(x) the distribution function of a proton quark. Similarly (J N (vN ~vX) is obtained by replacement of p (P) ~n (n), (J N (r;P ~r;X) by av(cv)~-av(-cv), and <JN(DN~r;X) by p(p)~n(n), av(cv)~-av ( -cv) in Eq. (3 ·1). For a nucleon target [N] with isospin averaged, we have
L (v.) -L(v ")
. We ·can also obtain expressions for inclusive cross sections by charged current interaction which we here omit the expressions. 9 l Now we assume the valence quark dominance 9 l as follows: 
where (J c denotes the cross section for charged current interactions. In view of the current experimental data which indicate s;:SO.l, we can further assume e = 0 in the above equations. Then we have the following inequalities:
R-R>r 11 -r 11 >0,
where we combine Eqs. (3 · 6) and (3 · 7) with Eq. (2 · 4). The first inequality reduces to an equality when the neutrino current is of chiral V ±A type, av = ±aA, and the second inequality reduces to an equality when cv=cA. Further inequalities are obtained as follows:
We note that the inequality (3 ·10) holds as far as .s>O in Eq. (3 · 6) . Both the inequalities (3 · 9) and (3 ·10) cannot be reduced to equalities unless all the neutral current processes are forbidden. § 4. Concluding remarks
Following the previous paper, 2 l we proposed a neutral current interaction with the general V and A couplings, which satisfies a baryon-lepton symmetry (1·1). Our current involves four parameters so that the model covers a large variety of models which satisfy the baryon-lepton symmetry.
For pure leptonic interaction, in spite of many sum rules given m other literature, 6 l we believe that new sum rules and graphical representation of neutrino-electron scattering cross sections are useful in getting knowledge of the neutral current interaction. It should be remarked that our argument is based on the lowest order calculation of local interaction, so break-down of sum rules at extremely high energies could be expected by higher order effects or non-local effects.
For neutrino scattering by a nucleon target, we have discussed inclusive reactions here. Other reactions such as elastic scattering and J production would also be important to test the theory, but we left these analyses to another occasion ~ince we could not find a feasible sum rule on these processes. Finally we would mention the difference of our sum rules from those of the WeinbergSalam model. 5 l Contrary to our inequality (3 ·8), the latter model yields an inequality r -r >R.-R>o 
